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EDITO

22 years ago, Miloud Oukili, a franco-algerian clown, 
tried to meet the street children in Bucharest. Thanks to

a red nose and juggling balls, he succeeded in 
approaching this suspicious and marginalized population, 

abandoned by the Romanians authorities. Using the 
laugh to instaure a friendly atmosphere, he initiated the 

children to his art and accompanies them, when night 
comes, in their shelters along the warm water 

canalisations under the city. 

Orphans, abandonned or runaways, Miloud share their
distress, their deep solitude and their anxiety of drifting

children. With them, he succeeded in creating in 
becoming their friend and to do a show with them.The

joy of being recognized through the public applause grew
new hopes and the desire of going further... 

In 1996, Miloud created Parada. Atypical organisation 
atypique dedicated to the field, Parada provides primary
needs (food, hygiene, health) for the street children and 
families of Bucharest. The Fundation offers emergency 
services, social and educational assistance, education

and socioprofessionnal integration especially thanks to 
social circus. 

In 2013 Parada Foundation is the only field organisation 
which helps street children in Bucarest thanks to 
emergency services and reinsertion projects. The 

challenge is to keep on adapting our missions to the 
beneficiaries evolution, amongs who we know count 

more than 100 babies.
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Parada : The essential of the Foundation
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THE STREET CHILDREN OF 

BUCAREST

Interview with Valin, who is writting a politic science thesis for 

the Paris 7 and Bucarest university in cooperation with Parada. 

The thesis is about the street children situation in Bucarest. 

How many are the street children in Bucarest?

C.V : The number of street children in Bucarest is estimated
between 1000 to 2000, with at least 500  permanents which live 
and sleep in the street, for a population of 2 millions inhabitants. 

Th e street children phenomenon continues in Romania but its
features are evolving. For exemple, the number of children and 
babies living with their family in the street is constantly
increasing.

What are the causes of this phenomenon? 

C.V : Originally, the street children were the consequence of the 
Ceausescu supporting a rising birth rate policy and the extreme
pauparization of the last years of the communist regime. 

By forbidding abortions and contraception, many children were
born in families taht couldn’t provide for their primary needs, 
without having other choice than giving their child to the State 
institution, overpopulated and delapidated, the unfortunately
well known « Romanian orphanage ». 

After the disorder of post-1989 many institutionalized, neglected
and abused children took the opportunity and run away to go to 
Bucarest. 

Today, despite the political, economical, social, and 
ddemographic changes in Romania, the street children keep on 
coming to the capital city but are less numerous. 
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Today, the street youth and children mainly come from dysfunctional
and single-parent families, with a lot of siblings in very precarious
economical situation. They run away from bad treatment or arrive in 
the street with their family. The proportion of children coming from
institutions has diminished.

Who are those street children ?

C.V : Mobile and hidden population, often clandestine, the street
children are not an homogeneous population. 

The proportion of isolated minors, alone, whithout shelter and money 
has reversed with the day labourers (who work in the street and come 
back home the evening), who became the majority. 

There are also some children and babies with their families in the 
street. Those are family either made by ex-street children who became
older or either are evacuated precarious families. This phenomenon, 
as the number of children abandoned in the State institutions is
coming back.

The Rom ethnic group represent the majority of them, maybe because
in the Romanian society there are a lot of Roms in difficult socio-
economical situation but the Parada experience shows well the 
ethnical lack of differenciation in the street, it is an imported problem.

In what conditions are leaving the street children?

C.V : In the street the street youths and children have no fixed place to 
live and have to sleep on the pavement, in canals, squats, inside
apartment blocks, abandoned houses or any other other place they
can find. Most of the time those places have no water, bathroom and 
electricity.

They are highly vulnerable and have rarely access to public services 
which are supposed to be free ad mandatory for the minors such as 
education and health. 

Their life expectancy is limites. 

A lot of them don ’t have identity papers or registered adress in 
Bucarest which limits their integration.

The field actors highlight an alarming deterioration of the living 
conditions mainly linked to the injectable drugs such as heroine, and 
the spreading of communicable diseases like the HIV and hepatitis, 
as well as the appearance of « street babies ».

Do the street children get a lot of help from the government and 

other associations? 

C.V : According to the last study of Salvati Copii, less than 5% of the 
street youths and children say they had access to a public service 
during the last year. 70% say they Parada, ARAS, Samu social and 
Concordia have been their only help. On the fiel those associations 
try to work in a complementary way.

The emergency services thanks to the Caravana and the daily center 
help a lot of didfferent beneficiaries thanks to different insertion 
programs ( circus, football ) and educational ones.

It is also the only NGO in Bucarest that still meet day and night the 
street children for almost 20 years now. 
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To give them a 

surroundings
By underscoring respect and 

discipline thanks to the strictness of 

the circus art. It helps regulating

risky behaviors and emotional

outbursts.

The street children

blossoming
Thanks to the circus activities. 

And by letting them create shows 

and playing them internationally. 

New ambition, new hopes or 

simply develop their desire to 

discover…

To favour their insertion, 

their personal and social 

developpement
By encouraging the freedom and 

creativity, as well as tenacity, 

dedication and rigor, the circus allow

them to express themselves and create

new relations with a society that often

excluded them.

The social circusThe social circus, used as the main educational tool of education and social care, 
the artistic program underlies the developpement of the other activities of the 
Fundation. It has numerous virtues such as :
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Emergency

Schooling

Circus

20%

20%

60%

The year 2013 in numberThe year 2013 in number

Europeans
projects

Artistic
revenues

Donations

20%

18%

62%

Receipts

Total of the receipts : 925.975 RON
around 210.740 €

Expenses

Total of the expenses : 1.015.337 RON

around 226.435 €

The 2% policyThe 2% policy

Each individual can decide to steer a part of his incomes (2%) as donation to 

some organisations having a common interest aim, like Parada. In the harsh

economical crisis context the associative world is facing, those donations 

allowed us to finance many of our activities in 2013. The procedure is fast and 

free. For more information please contact us ( please refer to page 27 of the 

report).

Fiscal Code

980 5608
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The Foundation activities
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THE DAILY CENTER 

Much more than offering the possibility for children to eat

and wash themselves, the daily center is a familiar place, 

comforting, where the youths can be heard, individually

followed-up  as well as participate in recreational, social link

creative activities.

Open from Monday to Friday 9am to 5pm, the daily center is the 
heart of the socialand cultural activities developped by the 

Foundation. In 2013, around 80 children, young adults and families
were daily beneficiaries of the daily center services. About a 

hundreds of other young people came occasionally there.

Social and professional help: for targeted group members : care 
and follow-up in the work research and help in staying in their job. 
Literacy activities, foreign language classes, tutoring, informations
about the job market, counseling, training, mediation. Evaluation 

and auto evaluation of the personality concerning the job 
orientation, skills development and self-confidence in job 

searching…

Medical help: prevention, help in the treatment taking…
Support of the medical volunteer activities, (family

medicine and ultrasound) 

Psychological help :  Psychological evaluation of their 
individual problem, story. Goals plan which will be adapted later. 

The team :

1 educational psychologist
1 psychologist
1 social assistant
1 educator
2 trainers
12 volunteers

Social assistance: in finding an accommodation, 
obtaining identity papers and handicap 

certifiations, accompaniment in diverse public 
establishments.

Cultural and artistic activities : Implemented with the help of 
volunteers :dance, theater, sport, recreational activities, 

excursions, personal developpment, cooking classes, going to 
shows…
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THE EDUCATIONAL CENTER

The educational center, with his partner the school n.95 

aim at giving children and youths the possibility to 

follow a schooling, or to start it again, when it has been 

interrupted. The educational program is flexible, and 

take into account the characteristic of every individual

for the best following-up. True interface between

families, the children and the school, the educational

center allows young people all the basic education in 

order to help them to finish school and later find a job.

The center gives literacy lessons, foreign language lessons, 
academic support and provides the school materials. It also helps

in procedures to obtain official identity documents (birth
certificate, reports…), offers extracurricular educational activities, 

gives a financial help and guides in the work research.

50 children and youths have followed the program in 2013.

• 16 children took part in daily and evening courses in different 
school in Bucarest.

• 7 children participated in the «A doua sansa” program

(the second chance) in the school nr.95.

• 27 participated in the educational center program (tutoring, 
workshops, excursions, recreational activities...).

• Support and advices in order to reach other services (social 
accommodation, associations…) The educational center 

represents an interface among the family, the
child and the school and offers to the children the necessary 

informations
to finish the school and to find a position in the job market.

The team

1 educator
2 Engish teacher
1 computer science 
teacher
1 educational
psychologist
4 volunteers
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THE ARTISTIC PROGRAM

The artistic program aims at offering for each children and 

youth the opportunity to discover the performing arts, through

circus, dance, human acting, puppet show and shadow theater. 

It is a playful tool, educational and informal of social 

integration, used in the daily center and through the shows and 

artistic tours. 

The activities of the program are gathered on the development of 
creativity and self confidence. During the tours, the youths present
their shows in diverse festivals, companies gala balls, social centers

and hospitals. Having skills in performing art, some youths lead
circus workshops in French, English and American schools in 

Bucharest, during cultural events or in animation centers.  

The shows are great opportunities for the youths to meet people 
from different background and to discover or rediscover an 

harmonious family life, as the accomodation are done in host 
families.  

Parada, in cooperation with the Italian theater Magro and with the 
financial help of the Alta Mane association presents since 2012 a 

new show, Paradise, directed by Flavio Cortellazi. It is an 
experimental show which mix dramatic and circus art. It is a 

message for all the youths that leave in the street.

Tours and 

shows

Many :
Shows in Romania

Tours in Italy

Tours in France 

New in  2013

Following up a proper training given in 2012 with the 
« from street to sky, art as a perspective of growth » 
program financed by BNP Paribas and Alta Mane, 6 

street youths, improved their circus and teaching skills
in order to become circus teachers. 

In 2013 they gave lessons to sick childrens, disadvantages
children as well as young Italians, French and Americans. 13



EDUCATION THROUGH SPORT :   EDUCATION THROUGH SPORT :   
Inter Campus

Team

2 coachs
1 vice coach, 
1 EVS Volunteer, 
1 coordinator
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Inter Campus is FC Internazionale Milano Corporate Social 

Responsibility project. Since 1997 Inter Campus realizes flexible and 

long-term cooperation programmes around the World, with the aim 

of  using the game of football as an educational tool to restore to 

needy children aged from 6 to 13 the right to play.

Started in May 2012, Inter Campus Bucarest develops a recreational

sport activity in favour of the social inclusion of 60 street children.

With two training per week, this program is an interesting contact 
point with the beneficiaries who are attracted trough football.  After

only a few months we can observe improvement in the children
behavior and in their school attendancy.  

Those children are beneficiaries of the street services of Parada 
Foundation as well as beneficiaries of service offered by three partners

: the residential care center Pinocchio 1, Sf Marcelino and Sf Stefan. 

In order to participate in the program, some children started to go to 
school and some drug addicts left the street in order to go to a foster

care center.

In 2013, the youths have been participating in different friendly
matches with other teams from Bucharest and Ilfov ( Steaua, Popesti

Leordeni).

The entire program is supported by InterCampus
(http://intercampus.inter.it) , that assures periodical training for the 
local coaches besides the official Inter jerseys and all the necessary

equipment for children.

A special thanks go to "Mircea Eliade" High School and to "F.C. 
Danilescu“ football school for the opportunity offered to use their 

football pitch for the training sessions and also to the National 
Institute Sport Research for the partnership given in several events.



LA CARAVANA

Parada is the only organisation with the Samu 

social which goes to meet the children, youths and 

families in the street. Mobile center of socio-

medical assistance operating by night, the Caravana

gives in the street of the capital some medical, 

food and moral support.

L’équipe: 

1 social assistant 
coordinator
1 social worker
1 driver

Three times per weekfrom 8pm to midnight, the Caravana
crosses the street of the capital in order to meet regularly

fourteen different groups composed of babies, children, youths
and family. They see in total around 350 people. This is a great

way to create links between the street and the social services of 
the Foundation, to identify and look after homeless children

and youths groups and to improve their situation in 
developping a street intervention network adapted to their

needs.  

The reducing risks program :

• Informations and advices in social and psychological matters
and medical visits.

• 18Temporary shelters.
•Syringes distribution (9740) and condoms (2070).

• 62 Acquisition / Renewal of identity papers.

Few political personalities, television crew as well as 
diverse Romanian and foreign organisations have followed
the roamings in order to understand better the field reality 
and the team action : The French and Itaian ambassador,  

the state secretary Denisa Patrascu, the director for social 
inclusion Elena Dobre, the representant of the general

direction for the children protection, etc…
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Profile of the 447 beneficiaries of the emergency 
services of Parada. They are families met during the 
Caravana roams and the fostered families.

PROFIL OF THE CARAVANA 
BENEFICIARIES

Minors Adults

37%

Men Women

64%

36%

No Roms Roms

46%54%

Ex-street children Others (adults)

25%

75%

Not going to school Going to school

66%

34%

63%

Age Gender Ethnic group

Ex-street children Going to school
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THE STREET BABIES SPONSORSHIP 

52
Number of 

babies 
sponsored in 

2013

The phenomenon is not new but it is getting worth

and make the situation durable : the 1990 street

children have grown up and founded families in the 

street. The deterioration of the socio-economical

situation in Romania since 2012 also contributed to 

lead the families in the street. 

Those street babies, aged from 0 to 3 years old, do not 
know another life frame surrounding than the 

macadam. Parada supports the young adults and young
parents who are leaving in big instability, in order to 

insure the development and the growth of the babies in 
better conditions.

This project have been created by a volunteer, Géraldine 
Prigent, and Parada started it in 2011. It is possible to be

sponsor of a street children by giving 100 Ron per 
month to the Foundation Parada. 

This program allows Parada to give to mothers all the 
hygienic products they need (diapers, wipe, soap), 
some adapted clothes and shoes. Some formula 
milk is provided thanks to the donations of the 

Nestlé company.
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VOLUNTEER AND INTERNSHIPS

Project 
management

The welcoming of Romanian and foreign volunteers, coming

regularly or punctually gives a great dynamic to all the services 

offered by Parada, based on exchange, respected and pleasure. It 

is also thanks to the volunteers that some new sport, artistic and 

cultural activities are created, allowing the children who goes to 

the daily center to have fun and discover. 

Evolving in a professional environment, the interns helps the 

Foundation team in the development of folowing of services and 

projects as well as improving their skills.

The activities done :

• Sport activities: football, ping-pong, bike…
• Artistic and cultural activities: museum visits,  theater, movie

theater, music workshops, magic workshops, circus workshops…
• Excursions: festivals, shows…

• Educational activities: tutoring, language classes…
• Assistance : accompaniment in diverse public establishments 

(hospital, police station, judges, mayors…).

The team

1 volunteer coordinator
17 regular volunteers
6 occasionall volunteers
4 European volunteers
1 Intern in project
management                                

The volunteers initiatives in 2013

50 French families which give more than 80 
sandwiches and other food every roam nights.

Fund-raising points for the donations of the 
expatriate community (clothes, toys, etc…).

« Love in box »: chrismas packages for the street children (300 
packages in 2012 and 250 in 2013).

Selling of the cooking book Merci, with the money given
to Parada. 18



2013

Visit of Bachtal Apsa

This famous Czech band 
which plays Gypsy music 
organised workshops with
the Parada beneficiaries. 

Major events 2013

February30

Visit of the Italian

associationTelephono

Azzuro and prison guards. 

They came in Parada for a 
week and offered to the 
foundation medecine, 
clothes, food and syringe.

June13

Visit of the Cirque du soleil

The children of Parada and 
Hogares Ezperanza
association had the chance to 
participate in workshops 
organiszed by the « Cirque 
du soleil ».

Visit of Fred Fogerti. 

The famous French magician
spent few days in Parada. He  
A cette occasion Mr Fogerti a 
pu apprendre et montrer aux 
enfants certains de ses tours.

Th e open day of the daily

center. 

Educators and volunteers
have organised for the 
event different activities for 
numerous people who
participated in the event. 

Celebration of the UFE 20th

anniversary (Union of French 
abroad). During this gala 
reception the Parada 
beneficiaries presented a show. 
A tombola have been 
organised.

The Dynamo international 

conference.
During the seminar on 
street work in Bruxelles, 
the European commission 
and the regional comitee
organised this
conference.70 social 
workers participated.

Visit of Arno Huibers

A  Deutch clown and 
actor famous all around
the world. He met the 
children of¨Parada and 
organised some
workshop with them.

September 10

November7

November 27

September 3

August 29

November20 November27

Visit of Deutch social 

workers..

They took part in the 
Caravana roams and did
a donation to Parada.
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The European projects

Projects Sponsors Duration Total cost Partners

SRAP

Drug addiction prevention

in the Roms community

and the Sintis.

CIRCUS 

TRANSFORMATION

Developping an European

frame of competence for 

the new profession of social 

circus trainers

DICTAT

Ultural cooperation around

a theater play which aims

sensibilize the youths about 

the last European

dictatorships

Community action 

program in the 

domain of public 

health

Juily 2010

-

Juily 2013

Municipality of Bologna, Societa Dolce, Forum 

European Forum for the urba security, 

Fundacion secretariado gitano, Hors la Rue, 

HESED, Public concil Rom Kupate, RIC Novo 

Mesto, Trnava University, City of Venise

71 260€

Leonardo da Vinci

Program

Septembrer

2012

Septembrer

2014

5 800€

Circus Elleboug, Le plus petit cirque du 

monde, Caravan, Belfast community

circus, Bruxelles circus school, 

Zaltimbanq – Luxembourg circus

school, Sorin Sirkus Tampere

Programme 

Leonardo da Vinci

July 2012

December

2013

59 450€
Teatro Magro, MCK Betchatow, 

Agifodent

Avis, Eurodesk Elbląg, 

Stowarzyszenie Elbląg Europa.

EVS PROJECT

Sending and welcoming 

structure of European 

volunteers

European Union

October

2013

October

2014
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To come? The new projects..

Program « from street to sky » PNB Baribas
Program started in 2012, this project aims at the professionnalisation of a team of 6 youths of the Parada Foundation in order to 

create later a social art Academy . They learn the necessary circus and teaching skills in order to have a professional future in this
domain. This project ahve been interrupted in 2013 but it will start again in 2014.

« The street is not a fatality » with Accor

This project aims at improving the integration of disadvantages youths from Parada on the job market, by offering them the necessary
tools as well as an individual accompaniement ( evaluation, orientation, advices in formation, help in the professional insertion, 

follow-up…).The project alsp has a specific component aiming at sensibilizing the potential employer, the medias, the public authorities
as well as the population in the large sense (hotel employees of the Accor group…) to this problematic.

Circus Academy

Refusing to be in assistanship logic, Parada offers diverse tools to the youths allowing them to develop concrete and viable basis, in 
order to get a real independance and bulding a socioprofessional future. This ambitious project aims at creating a circus school in 
Bucharest , allowing the old beneficiaries of Parada who followed the artistic program of the Foundation to get a job (as circus
teacher) as well as training other youths to the circus art in order for them to become professional too. 

Residential center

This residential center for social reinsertion project stay one of our priority. It aims at welcoming days and nights from 15 to 20 youths
between 15 and 25 years old in order to offer them a living environment. Indeed, in order to work and be able to go to school, it is
mandatory to have a certain accomodation stabiliy and have 3 meals per day. In the perspective of a long term integration project, 
Parada have to take the youths out of the street in order to have an efficient social action. A place ahve been rented in 2013, few 
kilometers away from teh capital.Parada is waiting for new financing in order to start the program. 
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The actors of the Foundation
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ADMINISTRATION

Président: Francesco ALOISIO
Executive director : Ionut JUGUREANU
Financial manager : Liana SPIRIDON
Accountant: Andrei DINULESCU
European projects coordinator: Silvia CELANI

CENTRE DE JOUR

Social assistant : Alina BONTU
Psychologist/supervisor of the professional insertion program:  Claudia PETRE
Educational psychologist/supervisor of the educational center: Mirela HAITA
Service employees : Ioana CIOTANGA, Viorica RADUCAN
Educator : Sergio DALLA CA DI DIO

PROGRAMME ARTISTIQUE

Artistic coordinator : Marian MILEA
Artistic coach : Flori BUDURUSI

LA CARAVANA

Social assistant: Adina STEFAN, Iuliana DOBRESCU
Logistician : Marian FRATILA

The team
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PARTNERS IN EUROPE

In France

The ¾ Monde association
The Bonne Aventure association

In Italy

The Parada Fundation Italy

PARTNERS IN EUROPE

In France

The ¾ Monde association
The Bonne Aventure association

In Italy

The Parada Fundation Italy

INTERNATIONAL NETWORK IN EUROPE

Coordinate the Romanian workshop of Dynamo International,  network of 
social street workers.  Member since 2010.

Member of the Caravan network gathering social circus schools.

INTERNATIONAL NETWORK IN ROMANIA

Member of the FONPC (Federation of NGOs for children) since 2002, 
federation which gathers more than one hundred association dealing with te 
children protection in Romania.

Member of the RHRN (Romanian Harm Reduction Network) since 2002, 
network gathering associations aiming at reducing risks of drug
consumption. 

Member of the CCIFER ( French chamber of commerce and industry in 
Romania ).

Member of CIAO (the Comitee of Italian Associations in Romania).

INTERNATIONAL NETWORK IN EUROPE

Coordinate the Romanian workshop of Dynamo International,  network of 
social street workers.  Member since 2010.

Member of the Caravan network gathering social circus schools.

INTERNATIONAL NETWORK IN ROMANIA

Member of the FONPC (Federation of NGOs for children) since 2002, 
federation which gathers more than one hundred association dealing with te 
children protection in Romania.

Member of the RHRN (Romanian Harm Reduction Network) since 2002, 
network gathering associations aiming at reducing risks of drug
consumption. 

Member of the CCIFER ( French chamber of commerce and industry in 
Romania ).

Member of CIAO (the Comitee of Italian Associations in Romania).

Our partners network
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We would like to thanks :

Our public partners :

The CCIFER ( the French and Romanian Cci )
The SCAC of the French ambassy in Bucharest
The Italian anbassy in Bucharest
The European funds
The DGASMB (Direction of social affairs of Bucharest )
Camera di Commercio Italiana in Romania

Our private partners

The Accor Foundation
The Air France Foundation
The BNP Paribas Foundation
The Acvatot Foundation and the Group Acvatot
The Inter Campus Foundation
The Hilton hotels
The Accor hotels: Novotel, Pullman, Ibis
The Apa Nova company
The Nestlé Romania company
The BRD company – Groupe Société Générale
The Fortis Bank company
The AMGEN Romania company
The Italian school Aldo Moro of Bucharest
The French school Anna de Noailles 
The American school of Bucharest (AISB)
The Cirque du Soleil
The VIP Federation
The ENEL company
The Ilgrano fine food company
The GIS Group
Decatlon

Our associative partners:

Casiopeea
The Parada Italy Foundation
The ¾ Monde association
The La Bonne Étoile association
The Alta Mane association
The Valentina Romania association
The Samu Social of Bucharest

Our partners in 2013
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Mieux nous connaître…

PA-RA-DA,
a movie from Marco Pontecorvo.

It is in 2008 that the realisator got inspired by the 
story of  Miloud Oukili the franco-algerian clown who, 

after a civic service in Bucharest, met the street
children and decided to found Parada.

It is a fictional movie but shows real facts. The actors
were real street children in 2009.

The movie has been laureate of the Mostra price of 
Venise. 

It is possible to watch it on DVD by ordering it on 
internet. 26



Contacts

Fundatia PARADA

Str Bucur 23
Sector 4, CP 040292
Bucuresti, ROMANIA

Phone: +40-021-331 17 99
Cell phone:+40-072 315 3693
Mail: birou@paradaromania.ro

Website: www.paradaromania.ro
Fiscal Code : 950 5608

Ionut JUGUREANU- Executive director

i.jugureanu@paradaromania.ro

Franco ALOISIO - President

franco@apelngo.ro
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